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Argues that increased calcium in the dietary plan can prevent or alleviate common illnesses, and
that information on this treatment is being suppressed by mainstream medication and the
pharmaceutical market.
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The Calcium Factor This book on a scale of 1 1 to 5 is a 20. The info is normally fantabulous. If
you want to learn how exactly to keep yourself disease free, then this is the book for you
personally. Dr.she also went from a 5. He cured a large number of people, and for this, his license
was recinded. The medical establishment told him he was rendering it too simple. One Star not
helpful Five Stars very informative. If you want to stay healthy, then this is the publication for
you.. Take action positive by using the information that is in this book. in case you have acid
reflux or gerd, your symptoms will become completely eliminated after 3-4 weeks. when you
consider the cost of exp. It clarifies why calcium is indeed important to your body, and how it can
what it does for us in our bodies.her doctor took her off all vitamin supplements and medicines
and let her stay on the coral calcium just. Test strips are available to test your saliva so you can
keep up on whether or not you are alkaline on any given day and act accordingly. I have been
taking coral calcium for years now and am seldom sick. Since just about everyone in my family
died of some type of cancer, I am particularly thinking about prevention of this disease for
myself, my hubby, and my two children. I was so worked up about this publication that I informed
my holistic doctor about any of it, to see if he had heard of it and he said, "great book. People
have to end believing in pharmaceuticals to help all their illnesses, whenever there are natural
ways of healing yourself.00 a bottle for coral calcium.I have it on my table in my own office." This
isn't just, my estimation.This book is filled with good solid facts on this subject. So for any of you
out there who want in good health insurance and prevention of plenty of degerative illnesses, this
publication is a genuine gem, and may just prolong your daily life! Trying to save lots of my son's
life Barefoot in Coral Calcium: An Elixir of Existence? I want him to be healed! Only time will tell
whether we've discovered the magic which will restore my son's vitality and give him back his
existence. Chemo and radiation and blood transfusions have been miserable for him, but he has
endured them to stay alive. I want a lot more than that! Health Secrets of Coral of Okinawa and
not onetime does he make a declaration that coral calcium cures anything. The information is
easy to read and understand and is almost complete in terms of my queries about the regimen. I
am also carrying out a smaller version of this program to ward off aging diseases, which can
grow worse or get better or not really happen at all if the premise is correct.My son, 39, has Stage
IV cancer. ALKALIZING YOUR CHEMISTYRY IS VITAL FOR HEALTH For all people skeptics out
there Bob Barefoot never says coral calcium treatments anything, but what he will state is that
your body heals itself, if given the right ph chemistry. For the person that wrote the review on the
FTC fees against Bob Barefoot and coral calcium. Not worth the effort..the charges against Bob
Barefoot had been ,in fact, dropped the next day after filing suit.. Stop listening to all the
naysayers. she does not have any more arthritis pain in her hands and the acid reflux she had for
9 years was eliminated after acquiring the coral calcium for just one month. The publication
itself is written badly..he'd have done better to have a ghost article writer..if you alkalize you will
observe within in a week or two an increase in your energy level and also you begins sleeping
sounder and get that deep rem rest, that's needed is for repairing the body... What I read in The
Calcium Aspect has given me hope that we can beat the cancers WITHOUT quitting the
traditional procedures that have held him on keep for months. For those who are skeptic, if you
test thoroughly your ph and you discover out you are acid..Bob Barefoot states this over and over
in his book. I have performed over 1000 hours of research on substitute medicine, and this is one
of the best books I have browse..and astonishingly you can eat things such as tomatoes,
cucumbers, onion...and not get the heartburn. i watched my mom's wellness transform over a yr,
since she has been on it.they had zero case against him and they knew it.she went from a 5..5
and what a difference in her energy level and sleeping design, she was always a nite marrauder



an now she sleeps just like a baby.we watched my sister who had a higher reading on her behalf
liver 3 times what was normal. Great info, and exclusive views too.5 ph to a 6. I can prevent
cancer simply by keeping my body alkaline, since cancer can't live in an alkaline body!and
calcium is essential for the recovery to occur..after 4 months she had more tests that showed
her liver readings came back to normal. Carl Reich was way ahead of his time.5 ph to a 6.. It
references latest medical articles..5, she also got acid reflux and today she doesn't , so long as
her chemistry stays alkaline..with regards to the FTC suit, the large pharmaceutical corporations
would like to see coral calcium go away, if you know very well what i mean. to our health This
book is crucial read for anyone who wants to prevent at least 152 degenerative diseases that we
know of! nexium at $300 a month (this being truly a maintenance medication taken on a monthly
basis for the rest of your life) they stand to reduce allot ,considering it's $20.. Bob Barefoot
states a fact when he says that the huge pharmaceutical corporations can't patent a vitamin or
mineral, so they want nothing to do with it ,since there is no profit it. health enhancer In the event
that you, like me, feel uncomfortable with the idea of present cancer remedies that wipe out the
immune system, maybe this book includes a better way.the pharmaceuticals are a $364 billion
dollar a year industry. so important thing our bodies be capable of heal themselves, if given the
proper nutrients, minerals and vitamins. Gradual in parts, but once I understood the theory, I
found myself reading it over and over, rechecking each part. If it demonstrates I am not in the
healthy range, I will work on my diet plan and health supplements until I am in the healthy range.
I plan to purchase some ph paper and check my saliva based on the book. If it functions, great. If
it does not work, it at least could have me consuming more fruits and vegies. Joe Good info I
read this many years ago and always refer to it, but I cannot find my copy so I have bought
another one. You will see his cancer recipe that he utilized to treatment 109 out of 109 terminally
ill cancer individuals, and it only took 33 days to have them cancer free. Lots of specialized info.
Ken J. Five Stars Great information. Five Stars A must read.. Robert Barefoot is a chemist and
his insights surpass the average info out there. It's too poor that the webpages fell out. Its an
excellent book with a whole lot of information regarding Calcium. The only issue with the book
was that whenever I first opened it, five webpages fell out. The binding is normally terrible;
however, I am going to keep the publication because returning it could only provide me back $4..
Four Stars Good reading Five Stars I bought the book for 1 penny, plus postage.
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